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beta-chain transcription in erythroid cells: effects of
cAMP, rho/cdk signaling, and GATA1. Fibrinogen B beta-
chain (FGB) expression is regulated in erythroid cells
in response to erythropoietin (Epo) and changes in
intracellular calcium concentration. A locus for
erythroid-specific FGB gene expression, termed the C
alpha-Epsilon-R (CepR) site, is contained within a
conserved trans-acting regulatory element in the
5'-flanking region of the FGB gene. Analysis of
chimeric genes revealed that the CepR site mediated
erythroid-specific FGB gene expression independent of
the upstream enhancer. Deletion of the CepR site did
not alter FGB mRNA levels in the erythroid cell line
K562, indicating that this site was not necessary to
drive FGB transcription in K562 cells. We found that
down-regulation of intracellular cAMP in K562 cells led
to a 3-fold increase in FGB mRNA levels, whereas high
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levels of intracellular cAMP led to 2- to 3-fold reduction
of FGB mRNA levels. Treatment of K562 cells with
inositol trisphosphate (IP3), a calcium-releasing
second messenger, led to a reduction in FGB mRNA
levels. When the effect of cAMP and IP3 signaling was
combined, FGB mRNA levels were significantly
reduced in K562 cells compared with FGB levels in
K562 cells treated with either signal separately. The
down-regulation of FGB mRNA levels induced by low
levels of cAMP could be partially reversed by a cAMP-
dependent protein kinase inhibitor H-89, whereas a
cdk inhibitor rosc
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back a tiny bar called Wild Rumpus opened at an
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abandoned strip mall on the corner of East Burnside
and Division in Portland, a sleepy part of town that's
home to a motel, a taco truck, and the closest Apple
Store we know. The bar and grill specializes in pub
food; it has a bar area and a dining room, and the

menu goes back and forth between sweet and savory.
Like the other places that operate out of that part of
East Burnside and Division — The Odditorium (since
closed), The Happy Camper (also closed), and The

Stone — Wild Rumpus wants to fill a gap in the food-
and-drink scene. "We wanted to do something a little
more sophisticated," co-owner DJ Schläpfer says. So
instead of burgers and fries, there's a page of "farm-
fresh flavors" on the menu, including a sweet potato
"tater tot" with fried veggies and a maple swirl, and
chicken-fried cauliflower on a platter. Wild Rumpus's
menu also includes fried catfish (two ways, one with
crab legs and one with pepper and tarragon), up-to-
date versions of classic pub foods like shepherd's pie
and macaroni and cheese, and "American classics like
nachos, loaded potato skins, and bone-in country fried

steak" (the country-fried steak, in fact, is named for
Wild Rumpus's former life as the Stone — though it's

not nearly as greasy as the Stone's version).
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